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Whole world in current turmoil not just America, conventional wars, weather wars and 

mind wars all ongoing at the same time. Then we have the factions war ongoing, which 

whilst bringing the alt media confirmations of alleged conspiracies, is also adding to the 

ongoing carnage. 

 

Mean while house cleaning is ongoing in many countries, premiers, president and other 

heads of state being charged with and convicted of fraud and or corruption, I suspect 

fraud and or corruption is being used to soften the blow to the public, and quite possible 

other more heinous crimes are being addressed, but presented to the public as fraud or 

corruption. 

 

Other crimes once considered in the realms of conspiracy only, like pedophilia is now out 

all over the place including synth news. 

 

Protests ongoing in several countries for various reasons as more people begin to realize 

we have all been lied to over and over again. 

 

False protests ongoing also watch for the paid agent known as richard spencer spouting 

his agency fed script of white supremacy, violence and incidents caused by his event in 

Charlottesville now ongoing here in gainsville Florida as well 

 

9/11, Clinton emails, agency issues of underhandedness and skullduggery. 

 

The news section of the show becomes more difficult each week as to which of the many 

topics to highlight or cover. 

 

*Well the clowns were caught out again this week, one of our team went to the bank 

recently and was given a range of notes that didn't look right and as it turns out it wasn't. 

Investigations went on and Tuesday the rogue elements were busted with $130B of what 

is called supernotes, these unlike regular currencies were not allocated and or registered 

with correct numbers on the notes. These were being issued in 22 regions around USA 

but more of them outside of here than in America itself. So they have been printing out 

bogus notes again, only this time they have been caught and will be dealt with 

accordingly. These supernotes were to be used to pay for services of the unpleasant 

nature performed by various mercenary style groups operating in Syria and other places, 

but now they have all found out that they wont be getting paid either and boy are they 

pissed, again another case like last weeks intel of friends turn into enemies very quickly if 

things aren't delivered, Ann droid was part of this operation and she and her entourage 

had until yesterday to pay for some bombings undertaken in Syria, and they have nothing 
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to pay with, execution style contracts have been taken out on a range of rogue and top 

people at the moment. So they were trying to put supernotes into the system and our 

group challenged it stating they have no power and or control and notified various govts, 

who some of the govts asked for confirmation of these facts, and they were shown a way 

of how to confirm it themselves and did so. Further verification came via some surprising 

sources the military here (seems they no longer believe their bs'ery anymore - finally) and 

also the US Dept of Commerce, after they were told to buy on behalf of the Feds to put a 

load of put options on the stock market, based on it being deliberately crashed last friday, 

as warned in last weeks show, well it failed, and now the US Dept of Commerce are 

forced to pay for the puts and they don't have the money to do it, because the supernotes 

didnt come through and now they are left in deep do do. - oops 

 

*Bushes are employing The Cripps (MS-13) currently to take people out who block their 

way, those were caught and dealt with in a unique way and message to not try that again. 

I hope they get the message. Bushes were also one of the groups who had made promises 

of funding via the supernotes, except the groups who turned up to collect their payouts, 

all went home empty handed and not too pleased by all accounts - oops 

 

*Ann droid has fled America to Britain not to do tv and radio shows or to break toes or 

ankles by falling down stairs, I told ya clones or bots don't do stairs too well, she fled as 

there is a price on her head from a separate group not affiliated to ours, ya see nobody 

likes the droid not just us. So she fled and is under the protection of the Knights of Malta 

group in the UK  

 

*Energy beam directed weapons and corralling people into tighter groups 

 

*anyone sensing or concerned long term insurance issues? *people now feeling effects of 

masks dropping and issues with those around them 

 

*it seems some in our group and some not, want to do anything to discredit me and our 

group, keep trying and keep wasting your time digging, ya wasting your time not mine. 

So because they dont have anything to stick on me, they use former rogue connections 

like Keenan and his ilk to discredit, or Dr. naidu because he was on our show, and now 

they use the masked crusader Scott Pollock from chicago and his darkened room stage 

production pieces called the critical post via the goldwater report, goldwater is correct it's 

piss. Mr.Pollock who is sponsored by various elite corporations also runs a childrens 

talent school. I was labelled as an international wire fraud conman along with drake and 

keenan back in 2014, only problem is to be involved in a fraud you have to receive 

compensation to do so, to date I havent had any money from keenan, naidu or drake 

(although drake donated $450 to the starting of the foundation fund) I must be the only 

fraudster who receives no gain lol. for those not aware this was a few years ago, Mr. 
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Pollock was warned if he uses my name again he would be sued, the same applies to 

those attempting to sully my name, via private texts, emails etc, go ahead and make my 

day by making it all public instead of hiding behind the scenes. I have warned in the past 

of triple barrelled names all the patsies for false flags had those types of names, seems 

more than a few clowns in alt media both inside and outside the group also carry the 

triple barreled names and also like to play games and be stooges. What gets me is none of 

these people when offered the opportunity to bring forward and challenge who they 

distrust, all rejected it, one has to question who is paying those people to do this? Like 

The Cassandra letter last week, she said " For a hundred years we have fed you your 

entertainment and you have devoured our offering supporting the lies your told ignoring 

the nuggets or people of truth." and herein lies part of the problem, who are the people of 

truth? not an easy question in alt media anymore as many of you have found out - 

eventually. This is one of the reasons I rarely bring guests on anymore as it muddies the 

waters if guest says something contrary to me or someone else they follow, and it is also 

seen as a full endorsement of them by bringing them on, reality is I have interviewed a 

number of people mainly on CV that I didnt agree with in various parts of their narrative, 

a few of them I believed none of it. Question when looking at whether someone is valid, 

what are they teaching you? are they teaching anything? what are they gaining, is the 

show all about donations and selling people stuff? is it all fear based narrative designed to 

shock and increase traffic? do they give dates that come and go? do they make outlandish 

stock, dollar and metal market predictions that never come to pass? has their narrative or 

demeanor changed? are their answers consistent? do they answer any questions you put 

to them? how often have they been found correct? do they empower you or put you in 

fear? these are just some of the things that you yourself can deduce, without the need to 

put me in an awkward spot. If for arguments sake you ask me is blah blah valid or not, 

why is my opinion on matters of that nature more valid than your own, the very fact you 

asked me, suggests you yourself dont trust or believe that person, trust your own instincts 

more and donlt be swayed by others. I and others have outed a number of people, not that 

I particularly like doing so, but when something so brazen like corey and his blue 

chickens and the connotations behind that I felt I had no option but to speak out. Same 

applied to Simon Parkes, his general narrative I can take or leave but when people keep 

coming to me saying they have been energetically raped after a 1 on 1 session with him, I 

spoke out, he since admitted it but blamed his father, who according to Parkes is Anu. 

Same applies with Keenan and his agency and factions links I had to speak out, there has 

been a few others outed most of you can now see why they were outed and the reasoning 

behind it, that may not have been obvious in the beginning. Other things outed like Law 

of One some found that to be enlightening and some still do, but only because you fail to 

recognize the hook at the end, Law of One is a human harvesting program of which 

Wilcock is only too aware, funny thing is Corey and his wife decided to concoct a story 

that ran along the lines of Law of One to get the attention of Wilcock and the clown fell 

for it, but it makes money for them both and the covens they operate under Some in the 
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group haven't liked me outing some, particularly outing those they may have followed, 

but we have all followed certain people that turned out bad, myself included, do you 

defend the lie so you can always appear right? or do the right thing, accept you were 

fooled and move on? I called out one this week for spending 90 mins putting everyone 

who listened in complete fear because she was shown stuff when she was 3 via being in 

the programs and now she recalls it as happening now or near future, except all of the 

script she read was 4 year loop bs'ery, so I felt I had to warn people of that. Recently 

there have been a number of people in the alt media who have stated they have been in 

the programs, like some of the super soldier people last year, many of them in those 

programs are starting to lose it and some of their narrative is badly skewed. many of them 

are repeating narrative from the previous loops that was correct in those loops but not in 

this, few or none from the programs are able to recognize this fact and are passing on the 

information like nothing has changed, it has and also it will, as Shane said to Aug Tellez 

after he lost the plot on our page "you know they lied to us as well Aug don't you" us 

being those in the programs. So where does this show stand, have you learned anything, 

has the message been consistent, has our narrative changed, do I not read out the 

awkward questions and also give full answers, do I make money on this, nope near 18 

months of keeping the foundation afloat and not 1 cent of your money has gone into my 

pocket, anyone wishing to see the books only has to ask, so all open and transparent, 

which is the way it should be. This is no fun ride being a show host and in the know, it 

comes at great cost due to threats of violence and death threats, psychic attacks, attacks 

on those around me, a loss of free time, almost any free time where I'm concerned just 

ask chloe, and so a loss of having a life really, but it is something I was called to do and 

do it I will, but wish people would quit playing games, as ultimately you are damaging 

yourself further than you already have, ya see I am just the projection screen to fire at, 

but one day you will realize it bounces back at you and you will still have to face the ugly 

truth of yourself, but worse than it was before your false projections. The masks of 

illusion as I named it last year and warned it would apply to all, is now in full flow, those 

that havent done their inner work are scattered, divisive, projecting, egos unbalanced, 

petulant and in a state of panic, if this is you, then you can't say you wasn't warned ahead 

of time, you can still address if you are any of the above, but it won't be as smooth if you 

had done it previous. I know many are tired and this all feels like it just drags on, I get 

that, but sometimes people forget it effects those that put all their time into this and not 

just turn up and listen to a show or read a page a few times a week a lot more, so spare a 

thought for those of us on the front line, we give a lot of our time and at great risk to 

ourselves to make the changes we all want, and all we ask is support, would I like to be 

funded and do this full time yes in a way, am I worth it? some would say yes and many 

would say no, all depends on your perspective, but the danger is once money becomes 

involved it opens you up to all sort of critics and critiques that were not prevalent 

beforehand, many of us have campaigned against charging people for the knowledge or 

the truth as it led to darker paths too many times, and opens you up to those who wish to 
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use you or worse switch you. This show and its questions section and also myself during 

is available for those with concerns to come forward with them, you ask I answer, I 

always have, you may not like the answer but over time the answer given turns out more 

right than wrong. I may sell myself short in playing down my role or lack of promotion of 

the show. but I will never sell the members or the listeners short, it is not what I am 

about, those who have met me in person, will largely attest to that fact. 

 

*** Last March, five women gathered in a home near here to enter a secret sisterhood 

they were told was created to empower women. To gain admission, they were required to 

give their recruiter — or “master,” as she was called — naked photographs or other 

compromising material and were warned that such “collateral” might be publicly released 

if the group’s existence were disclosed. The women, in their 30s and 40s, belonged to a 

self-help organization called Nxivm, which is based in Albany and has chapters across 

the country, Canada and Mexico. Sarah Edmondson, one of the participants, said she had 

been told she would get a small tattoo as part of the initiation. But she was not prepared 

for what came next. Each woman was told to undress and lie on a massage table, while 

three others restrained her legs and shoulders. According to one of them, their “master,” a 

top Nxivm official named Lauren Salzman, instructed them to say: “Master, please brand 

me, it would be an honor.” A female doctor proceeded to use a cauterizing device to sear 

a two-inch-square symbol below each woman’s hip, a procedure that took 20 to 30 

minutes. For hours, muffled screams and the smell of burning tissue filled the room. 

Since the late 1990s, an estimated 16,000 people have enrolled in courses offered 

by Nxivm (pronounced Nex-e-um), which it says are designed to bring about greater self-

fulfillment by eliminating psychological and emotional barriers. Most participants take 

some workshops, like the group’s “Executive Success Programs,” and resume their lives. 

But other people have become drawn more deeply into Nxivm, giving up careers, friends 

and families to become followers of its leader, Keith Raniere, who is known within the 

group as “Vanguard.” Ms. Edmondson filed a complaint with the New York State 

Department of Health against Danielle Roberts, a licensed osteopath and follower of Mr. 

Raniere, who performed the branding, according to Ms. Edmondson and another woman. 

Separately, a state police investigator told Ms. Edmondson and two other women that 

officials would not pursue their criminal complaint against Nxivm because their actions 

had been consentual, State medical regulators also declined to act on a complaint filed 

against another Nxivm-affilated physician, Brandon Porter. Dr. Porter, as part of an 

“experiment,” showed women graphically violent film clips while a brain-wave machine 

and video camera recorded their reactions, according to two women who took part. The 

women said they were not warned that some of the clips were violent, including footage 

of four women being murdered and dismembered. Women were regarded as slaves, and 

had to call Leader M presumably as in Master as he liked to be called. Mr Rainiere has 

been involved in numerous financial ponzi schemes, but this venture he describes himself 

as a new age teacher. All of this was bankrolled by Sara and Clare Bronfman, who are 
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members of Nxivm and the daughters of Edgar Bronfman, the deceased chairman of 

Seagram Company. and heavily supported by a woman named Lauren Salzman (there's 

those Germanic names again) But they continue to spend what one former NXIVM 

associate estimates is $2 million per month waging Mr. Raniere’s and NXIVM’s 

numerous legal and public relations battles with various enemies—skirmishes that have 

involved retaining the services of self-professed G.O.P. hit man Roger Stone and crisis 

communications firm Sitrick & Company, funneling hundreds of thousands of dollars to 

politicians from Hillary Clinton to Mike Huckabee and contracting a series of aggressive 

private investigators to carry out a bizarre array of schemes, like an (ultimately 

abandoned) attempt to assassinate the anti-cult activist and “deprogrammer” Rick Ross. 

Quixotically, Mr. Raniere also commissioned studies into establishing a sovereign 

country, another former NXIVM consultant said. According to that consultant, the 

Bronfmans at one point wired $500,000 on behalf of Mr. Raniere to a pair of purported 

ex-C.I.A. agents in an attempt to smear a NXIVM member who had committed suicide. 

Ms. Bouchey said Mr. Raniere’s libertarian ravings are a “sideshow,” but the wealth 

within the NXIVM network is formidable. It includes former Enron executive Stephen 

Cooper, Black Entertainment Television co-founder Sheila Johnson, former U.S. Surgeon 

General Antonia Novello and actress Goldie Hawn. Richard Branson has hosted an 

intensive NXIVM course on the Caribbean island he owns. Mr. Branson is listed along 

with Sara Bronfman as one of the two “benefactors” of the 2008 Albany A Cappella 

Innovations conference, the culmination of Mr. Raniere’s brief obsession with a cappella 

singing.  

 

 

 

 


